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Today, iHealth Innovative Solutions, (iHealth), announced it has been awarded the Historically 
Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) certification by the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA). 
The program, passed into law as part of the Small Business Reauthorization Act of 1997, was established 
to provide qualified small businesses in historically underutilized business zones with assistance when 
pursuing Federal contracts.

“With this certification, we can bring our thought leadership in health information technology, cloud 
expertise, and cyber security transformation services to government customers in a more direct and 
strategic way that meets customer needs. This will also allow iHealth to contribute to the economic 
development of disadvantaged areas,” noted Deon Norals, iHealth Innovative Solutions Chief Executive 
Officer.

The HUBZone program helps small businesses in urban and rural communities gain preferential access to 
Federal procurement opportunities. As a HUBZone certified company with a Small Disadvantaged 
Business designation, iHealth now has access to Federal set-aside and sole source contracts, which in 
turn advances the Federal Government’s effort to spur economic growth in certain areas. These 
preferences go to small businesses that obtain HUBZone certification in part by employing staff who live 
in a HUBZone.

iHealth’s clients includes The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Institute of 
Health, US Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims, and Millennium Challenge Corporation to name a few. 

About iHealth Innovative Solutions, LLC. 
Founded in 2013, iHealth Innovative Solutions (iHealth), is a small SBA certified health information 
technology organization located in the heart of Washington, DC. Our focus is on bringing the gap 
between healthcare and technology. We do this by leveraging best of breed solutions to address 
complex problems, that can not only deliver remarkable cost saving outcomes, but also accelerate 
discoveries using health intelligence and analytics. Our niche capabilities also include cloud 
transformation and implementation; electronic health records management and support; program and 
project management; application development; and protecting environment with state-of-the-art cyber 
security detection solutions. 

We build value and opportunity by investing in cybersecurity, analytics, digital solutions, science, and 
consulting. Our culture of innovation empowers our employees as creative thinkers, bringing 
unparalleled value for our clients and for any problem we try to tackle to help them succeed in their 
mission.

Find more information about our services please visit: www.ihealthis.com.
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